
Postlude: Memento Mori

 The weeks passed. The banner grew more colorful, day by day, as the children stitched Eric’s 
sketched designs onto each dark cloth panel. Back in December, when they first started their project, 
they had talked about trying to create a woven tapestry. Vincent so loved those big tapestries in the 
Great Hall! But they found they had better results applying cut-out fabric shapes and embroidered lines 
to a collection of fabric pieces than they did working Weaver’s creaky loom or crafting Mary’s patterns 
for knitted or crocheted squares of yarn. Besides, Rebecca promised she would help them figure out 
how to hand-sew whatever they needed for their textile illustrations, and everyone knew she could be 
trusted to keep any child’s secrets.
 So the banner came to life in colorful embroidery and painstaking appliqué. At the top left block 
of cloth, Theseus unwound his string within Minos’ labyrinth, moving steadily down toward the Minotaur, 
while Ariadne waited above to learn either of his victory or defeat. The next block over, Perseus arrived 
at the rock of sacrifice, wearing winged sandals and brandishing his sword, to rescue Andromeda from 
Cetus, Poseidon’s monstrous agent of vengeance. 
 Below these upper panels, two narrow strips flanked the banner’s central motif. The left strip 
depicted Artemis, her weapons set aside, kneeling in a narrow forest glade beneath a moonless yet 
star-spangled sky, a midwife to a young mother. She held a newborn baby bundled in her arms. The 
right side showed Apollo and his nine muses performing in concert upon a festive golden stage. The 
sun blazed orange above the god’s golden lyre.
 The bottom two panels were taking the longest to complete. On the left, Psyche bent over a 
sleeping Cupid with a candle in her hand, seeking a forbidden glimpse of her husband’s mysterious 
face. And on the right, Demeter descended into the underworld to retrieve her abducted daughter 
Persephone from Hades’ clutches. It was tricky, making sure that the fruit Persephone held looked like 
a pomegranate and not (as Samantha had critically declared) like a bright red water balloon.
 At the heart of the banner, the roses were already blooming. The white flower, the red flower, 
and the delicate pink rosebud. Eric was not as good at flowers as he was at drawing scenes that 
contained people, so Aspen and Avery had consulted photographs and illustrations in reference books 
from Father’s library to make their designs as recognizable as possible. Lana, Geoffrey, and Zach were 
doing the stitch-work for the roses.
 The banner was not ready at Winter Solstice or Christmas, nor at New Year’s or Winterfest. They 
believed, though, that they could finish their work in time to present the wall hanging to Vincent and 
Jacob on St. Valentine’s Day. Kipper said it kind of made sense, after all. Appearing in an arc beneath 
the three roses, bright blue thread drew the eye toward two carefully selected words: Love Prevails.
 They all agreed they could devise no Valentine more perfect for their most special friends. They 
all knew Vincent would recognize their assemblage of myths, would sit speechless with wonder when 
they held it up for him to see, for they were making it wonderful on purpose, making it say everything 
that needed to be said. They all hoped Jacob would come to love their favorite stories as much as they 
did. Perhaps Vincent would hang the banner on the blank stone wall above Jacob’s baby bed. His 
chamber could use the color.
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 Tunnels night had quieted the Nursery. The banner lay on the children’s crafting table, surrounded 
by scraps of thread and ribbon, rags of every hue, and hand-formed tassels, knotted to varying degrees 
of success. All sewing tools, of course, had been stowed away in the nearby supply basket, to ensure 
that nothing went astray. The work of the children’s hands, like most of the children themselves at the 
moment, rested in the benevolent dark. By the gentle glow of an olive oil lamp which Mary always lit as 
a night light in the Orphans Dormitory, the banner seemed a half-dreamed invitation to another world: 
Storytellers’ Province, Child-hearted Otherland. A universe apart yet not so very far away, where old 
stories slowly incarnated, offering themselves anew to an audience thirsty for irreducible truths. 
 Witnesses to this magical embodiment could hope to receive any number of messages from 
each tale told. It all depended upon one’s own inner qualities. Was the heart open or closed, the 
imagination wakeful or dormant, the mind observant or prejudiced? Or something in between? Every 
story’s audience provided a unique mirror for the telling, revealing distances between past and present, 
desire and reality. Asks the fable: Who are you when you reflect a fairy tale? The Damsel? The Dragon? 
The Valiant Knight? Newborn Princess? Dearly Departed Grandmother? Lost Child or Faithful Servant, 
Beast or Beauty, Healer or Harrower, Pauper or King? 
 The children brought such vital questions to tangible life in the name of love. Their creative task 
blossomed at the cusp of fulfillment, cyclic as roses, just as it has always done, and so shall it ever be. 
Both Above and Below. Within the dream eternal, and within our marvelous mortal world. Ever and ever 
after.
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